Subsidised Accommodation for Faith Workers in Eddington
(the University’s North West Cambridge Development)

Applications are sought for a tenant for a faith worker property in the University of Cambridge’s affordable key worker homes in the new North West Cambridge Development at Eddington. There are three homes (1-2 bedroom properties) available for faith workers, two of which have already been allocated. More details of the available accommodation are available [here](#).

The vision for the North West Cambridge Development is to create a new district and extension to the city, centred around a mixed academic and urban community, a place that is sustainable, long lasting and ambitious offering a high quality of life to enhance both the City and the University.

The rent for homes delivered and managed by the University at Eddington is calculated in order to make it as affordable as possible. The rent for a one-bedroom apartment is £738 pcm; a two-bedroom apartment is £928 pcm. Rent includes the Heating and Hot water standing charge but excludes all other bills and the Council Tax. Tenancies are granted for one year and may be renewed up to a total of three years.

Tenants of the faith worker units will be required to contribute from a faith perspective to community building activities in this new community and be a source of pastoral support for residents of all faiths and none. Tenants will be expected to coordinate this activity with the other available community resources, particularly the Storey’s Field Centre (the community facility at Eddington), and to draw on the networks of faith organisations within the Collegiate University and the City. Tenants will be supported by the University of Cambridge Multi Faith Forum.

There will be no set number of hours of community work at Eddington required by the tenancy, but the nature and impact of this work will be assessed by a panel from the Multi-Faith and Spirituality Forum during each year of the tenancy as a condition of renewal. Supervisory support will be given by the Manager of Storey’s Field Centre and the Head of the Accommodation Service.

To be eligible for a tenancy in a faith worker unit, applicants must currently work for a faith organisation for at least 18 hours per week. Applications are open to anyone who fulfils this criteria. You do not have to work for the University of Cambridge or one of its Colleges.

If you would like further details or to make an application, please contact Nicky Blanning, Head of the Accommodation Service by email [nicky.blanning@admin.cam.ac.uk](mailto:nicky.blanning@admin.cam.ac.uk). Applicants will be asked to submit evidence of their employment with a faith organisation, a CV and a statement of interest explaining what kind of community work they envisage undertaking.

Applications must be received by **Friday 26 October 2018**. Dates for taking up the tenancy are flexible up to the end of 2018, depending on the circumstances of the successful applicant.